
Key Benefits of HULFT Square

Start small, scale fast. HULFT Square features 
streamlined API management and many
automations that make first deployments simple 
and expanding them company-wide and to
external partners more efficient than ever.

IT maintains control of complexity. No matter how
complex your integration map or how large the
data volumes, HULFT Square's user interface and 
intelligent workflows keep administrators organized
and one step ahead of the organization.

Enterprise-grade security. Ourmodern cybersecurity
framework enables you to protect every iintegration
between systems,no matter where they are locatedor
howold.

GDPR, CCPA and SOC 2 compliant. HULFT's data
models enable your organization to expand 
deployments globally with confidence, knowing that
machine data and customer information are
protected in any country.

A modern integration solution 
built on AWS that uses
intelligent recommendations to
reduce the amount of human
intervention required to connect 
your data.

HULFT Square
Connect SaaS applications, legacy and
on-premise systems to a public cloud

Data transformation initiatives and public cloud adoption continue at a
rapid pace. But the reality for most companies is that they have
significant legacy assets and on-premise applications to integrate with
the cloud. Consequently, having flexible, enterprise-grade data
integration options are critical to maintaining operational agility.

With three decades of data integration experience and more than 10,000 
global customers served, Saison Technology provides customers with
future-proof options that address current and future needs. HULFT Square
is our 5th- generation solution that complements a broad portfolio of
cloud, on-premise and managed services options.
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Count on HULFT to Connect Anything –
SaaS, On-Premise or Legacy

Our typical customer has data located in the most
modern SaaS applications and databases that are
over 10 years old. Saison Techology provides
connections to a wide variety of data stores and
data providers whether local, on premises, or in the
cloud. Data sources range from text files to Excel 
spreadsheets, databases, message queues, email 
servers, FTP servers, web services, cloud stores, 
applications and big data lakes.

TradeWaltz Leverages HULFT
Square for Blockchain-Based
Shipping and Trading Platform

When NTT Data created a next-generation 
platform initiative to improve the efficiency and
security of global shipping in Asia, it chose HULFT 
as its trusted partner to provide a flexible data
integration solution for dozens of global shippers, 
manufacturers and traders to connect their 
company systems with the TradeWaltz platform.

A Globally Proven Enterprise Platform and Managed Services for Ultimate Flexibility

HULFT Cloud Solutions are Hosted in AWS

For more than three decades and across over 10,000 
customer deployments, Saison Technology operates one of
the most proven enterprise data integration platforms in the 
world. We were among the first middleware and MFT
providers, and have since led our customers through each
evolution of data integration.

In addition to on-premise, private- and public cloud 
deployments, Saison Technology now offers managed
services hosted in AWS for customers who do not have the
budget or the internal expertise to manage integration
projects. Let us provide an option that is right for you.
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